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Materials:  Made in America Yarns - 
American Lamb Bulky - 4, (5) skeins 
Gauge: 14 sts, 18.5 rows = 4” in st st and 2x2 
ribbing (slightly stretched)
20 sts = 4” in Cable Pattern
14 sts = 4” in seed stitch
Needles: Size 10 (6mm), or size neededto 
obtain gauge above
Size: XS/S, (M/L, L/XL)
Circumference: 43”, (45.75, 51.5”)**
Length: 16”, (16.5, 16.5)
** To determine which size to make, measure the 
circumference of your body at the shoulders and 
add 1”-3” to this measurement. Choose the size that 

is closest to this measurement.

Designed by Vanessa Ewing for
Made in America Yarns

www.madeinamericayarns.com

Pattern is written for smallest size, with 
larger sizes in parenthesis. If only one 
number is given, it applies to all sizes.

Cabled Yoke
With size 10 needles, Cast on 26 sts. Purl 
one row

Row 1 (RS): P2, (k2, C4F, p2)3x.
Row 2: K2, (p6, k2)3x.
Row 3: (P2, C4B, k2)2x, p1, turn.
Row 4: K1, (p6, k2)2x. 
Row 5: P2, (k2, C4F, p2)2x, C4B, k2, p2. 
Row 6: Same as row 2. 
Row 7: Same as row 3.  
Row 8: Same as row 4. 
Row 9: Same as row 1.  
Row 10: Same as row 2.
Row 11: P2, (C4B, k2, p2)3x.                                                       
Row 12: Same as row 2. 

Repeat these 12 rows 17, (18, 20) times 
total.

The shorter side will measure 
approximately 27.75”, (29.5, 32.75).

The longer side will measure 
approximately 44”, (46.75, 52.5). 

Bind off Row (RS): BO while working 
the sts as follows: P2, [k1, (k2tog)2x, 
k1, p2] 3x., do not cut yarn on last st. 

Neck Ribbing
With RS facing, where yarn is still 
attached, pick up and k96, (101, 
113) sts along the short end of the 
scarf—97, (102, 112) sts on the needle. 

Row 1 (WS): P2, *k3, p2; rep from * 
across. 
Row 2: K2, *p3, k2; rep from * across. 
Row 3: P2, *k2tog, k1, p2; rep from * 
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across. 78, (82, 90) sts. 
Rows 4, 6: K2, *p2, k2; rep from * 
across. 
Rows 5 and 7: P2, *k2, p2; rep from * 
across. 

BO all sts in rib on next row.

Body
Overlap and pin the first and last 1” 
of the cabled yoke along the longer 
side, this will be the button placket. 

With RS facing, pick up and k4 sts 
through 2 layers along this 1”, then 
pick up and k146, (156, 176) sts 
around the entire longer side of the 
cabled yoke (Pick up at a rate of 
approximately 3 sts for every 4 rows.)
150, (160, 180) sts total. 
Place st marker to mark beg of rnd. 

Work in st st in the rnd (which is k 
every rnd) for 7.5”, (8, 8) from pick up 
edge.
Next Rnd: (remove beg of rnd m) K37, 
(40, 45) sts , place new beg of rnd m. 
Moving the marker will prevent a 
“jog” in the seed stitch edging from 
happening at the center front of the 
poncho.

Seed Stitch Edge
Rnd 1: *K1, p1; rep from * around. 
Rnd 2: *P1, k1; rep from * around. 
Rep these 2 rnds until seed stitch 
measures 2”. 
BO all sts on next rnd. 

Finishing
Block to measurements. 

Sew 4 buttons- one for 
each cable of the yoke 
and one more for the top 
rib.

Buttonholes are not 
necessary since the 
buttons can poke through 
the cable twist and rib 
sts. 

Weave in all ends. 


